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ABSTRACT
The notion of identity metasystem has been introduced as the means to ensure inter-operability among different identity systems while providing a consistent user experience. Current identity metasystems provide limited support for secure roaming: by “roaming” we refer to the ability of a user to use the same set of identities and credentials across different terminals. We argue that in order to support different types of roaming, the identity metasystem client should be structured as a set of distributable components. We describe such distributed client-side software architecture and how that architecture is implemented by adapting Novell’s Bandit project. We use our implementation to demonstrate how credentials are stored in a trusted device in the form of a mobile phone but can be used on less trusted terminals in the form of PCs.
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1. IDENTIT Y METASYSTEMS
As more and more transactions are carried out over the Internet, the need for easy-to-use and secure authentication mechanisms becomes increasingly evident. This has resulted in a number of identity systems intended to save the users from having to create, manage, and use various passwords for different service providers. Each of these systems uses different protocols and requires different types of user interaction. More recently, the notion of Identity Metasystem [1] has gained ground. The main purpose of identity metasystem is to put an abstract identity management layer on the Internet to allow existing identity systems based on various technologies to inter-operate with each other while providing a consistent user experience regardless of which identity system is used.

Technically, identity metasystem introduces the concept of an “information card” modeled after a business card, license, badge, etc. In general, an information card is a digital representation of user identity. A card may be managed or self-issued. Managed cards are issued by trusted authorities known as identity providers and contain only metadata describing how to get security tokens from those identity providers. Secret credential needed when generating authentication token are managed by those identity providers. Self–issued cards, on the other hand are managed by users themselves with the help of the local identity system on their devices. Secret credential information needed to generate security tokens for self-issued cards should be persistently stored on user devices themselves (or be provided by the user every time). This leads to the issue of roaming. To illustrate the issue, let us consider the following example scenario:

Alice has a number of information cards on her home PC. She uses them to access her web-based emails as well as for other services. When she decides to go on a trip, she loads her information cards on her mobile phone before leaving. When Alice arrives at the station, she notices some kiosk PCs that she can use to access the Internet. Alice wants to check her mail. Since she is unsure whether the kiosks are trustworthy, she does not want to transfer all of her self-issued cards to the kiosk machine. Yet, she would prefer to use the kiosk for reading email because it has a convenient display and keyboard. Alice starts up the identity metasystem on the kiosk as well as on her phone. They discover each other and establish a secure Bluetooth [10] connection. With a single click on her phone, Alice allows her information cards to appear on the identity selector user interface (UI) on the kiosk. When Alice attempts to sign in to her e-mail account, her phone prompts her for authorization instead of asking her to username/password on the terminal. She confirms on her phone and her mails can then be read on the kiosk as normal.

The most well-known identity metasystems so far are Microsoft CardSpace [2][3][4][5] and the open-source Bandit project [6]. Both CardSpace and Bandit allow the possibility to export information cards from one device and import them into another but the export/import operation results in the transfer of the entire...
In this paper, we propose a distributed software architecture for identity metasystem clients. We also study different ways to distribute client functionality among two or more devices. We then describe how we have implemented our architecture using the Bandit client implementation where one part of the client is running on a PC and the other on a mobile phone.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief review of the identity metasystems architecture in general and its current realizations. In Section 3, we describe our distributed architecture and discuss different ways to partition the client functionality between two devices. In Section 4 we describe the technical details on how we have adapted the Bandit identity metasystem to our architecture to support secure roaming. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss possible extensions and conclude.

2. IDENTITY METASYSTEMS

2.1 General Concept

The identity metasystem model emphasizes the roles of three key agents: the relying party (RP), the identity provider (IdP) and the identity selector system (ISS). A RP is any system capable of authenticating users based on their information cards, which can be a program, a web server, or any other service. The user is required to prove their identity before accessing the resource. The IdP, as in Kim Cameron’s vision [7], issues information cards to the user and provides authentication service. Finally, the identity selector is the system that is responsible for handling messages between an RP and an IdP, and providing a secure mechanism for user to manage their information cards.

Figure 1 expresses a simple authentication process in identity metasystem. Whenever a user wants to access a service (e.g., a web page), the RP offering the service first sends the security requirements on user authentication it expects to be satisfied (which is stated in RP’s policy). On the user’s terminal, the identity selector interface processes these policies and automatically displays appropriate information cards that satisfy the policies. The user can choose one of these cards. It should be noted that, conceptually, an information card contains nothing but metadata saying only where and how to retrieve the identity information. Once the user selects a card, the identity selector facilitates the authentication of the user to the identity provider (which requires an additional authentication mechanism to be specified in the information card). For example, this authentication may be based on a username/password or a digital signature and certificates) and sends a request for security token based on RP’s policies. The IdP verifies the request and issues a security token in return. To complete the authentication process, the security token is passed to the RP through the identity selector system to prove the user’s identity to the service.

![Identity metasystem authentication process](image)

2.2 Microsoft CardSpace

Microsoft CardSpace [2][5], previously known as InfoCard, is the first commercial implementation of the identity metasystem concept and the one with the most widespread deployment since it is shipped as part of Windows Vista platform. Figure 2 depicts the system architecture of CardSpace. Services or applications on the platform trigger CardSpace system via an “activator” (infocardapi). The core part of the system, the CardSpace service handles all token and management requests, and invokes other services such as user interface or low-level storage. However, in the current version 1.0, secure roaming is not possible: in order to use the same information cards on multiple machines, the end user has to export his information cards to a file (with a .crds extension) and then import it into the CardSpace system on another machine. Although import/export is conceptually simple, it involves moving all data associated with the card, including sensitive data like credential secrets of self-issued cards. If Alice in our example scenario in Section 1 uses CardSpace, she has to remember to remove all the cards including the secret data from the kiosk before she leaves. Moreover, even if she remembers to do this, she has no way of knowing if her cards and credentials had been copied before they were removed from the terminal.

2.3 Novell Bandit project

Bandit project [6] is an open-source, cross-platform implementation of the identity metasystem concept. Technically, Bandit consists of a set of loosely-coupled identity components that provide identity services while ensuring both interoperability and collaborations between agents. Figure 3 shows the high-level system architecture of Bandit. On the top is the management user interface, called DigitalMe. The main ISS module handles all requests. Bandit does not only specify and implement the identity selector as CardSpace does but also provides a common framework for easily integrating any digital identity management system to Bandit using Higgins framework [10]. Bandit supports the possibility of using multiple storage providers where information cards and other data used by the client can be stored persistently. Currently it allows the storage provider to be the local file system, or a Bluetooth-connected storage device, or an online database. As an open source project, Bandit constitutes an excellent platform for further development.
3. ARCHITECTURE OF IDENTITY METASYSTEMS

3.1 General Architecture

There is no definitive identity metasystem architecture. In general, identity metasystems are expected to follow the principles set out by the “laws of identity” [7]. As we saw in Section 2, different realizations of the architecture have been implemented. Fortunately, those realizations have similar characteristics. Figure 4 depicts our own definition of identity metasystem architecture. The architecture consists of loosely-coupled identity components with interfaces between them:

**Relying Party**: the relying party can be considered a “remote” component in a whole identity metasystem. In general, a relying party is any system hosting some services which require authentication before being accessed. In the context of identity metasystem, a relying party first publishes its security policy (using [11][12]) then authenticates the user based on a security token-claim assertion.

**Identity Selector**: The role of the identity selector is to provide a consistent identity management tool for end users. This component also operates as a contextual connector between relying parties and identity providers such that the end user can choose which identity provider should be used to authenticate the end user to the particular relying party. Technically, the identity selector requests a security token from the identity provider and then passes that issued token to the relying party according to the information card chosen by the end user.

**IdP Authentication**: In order to obtain a security token from an IdP, the identity metasystem must first authenticate to the IdP that is specified in the chosen information card. Authentication mechanisms can be based on self-issued card token or other existing authentication technologies such as username/password, Kerberos [13], or Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [14], depending on IdP’s security policy. In general, this component provides an abstract way to authenticate an end user to an identity provider.

**Trigger**: The trigger is a “bridge” between identity metasystem-aware applications and the identity selector system. Whenever an end user accesses a service that supports the identity metasystem, the trigger is used to activate the authentication process by first collecting the relying party’s policy, then activating the identity selector. At the end of the process, the trigger dispatches the security token returned from the identity selector to the relying party.
**Card Storage:** Responsibilities of the card storage include information card manipulation, card enumeration as well as filtering possible information cards based on what type identity information is required based on RPs’ policies.

**Credential Storage:** The credential storage maintains user’s credentials including personal information, certificates and other critical data. In practice, the credential storage and the card storage are typically combined. For example with self-issued cards, metadata and private user information are stored together in one XML document.

Every identity component is aware of other components. For example, component A may send a request to a specific component B (unicast) or a group of components (multicast) or all (broadcast). Here a middleware becomes useful because it provides a seamless mechanism for inter-component communication. We will discuss more about this in Section 4.

In distributed systems, components should communicate via well-defined interfaces. In Table A1, we list some common operations for each interface between the identity components in an identity metasystem. Figure A1 shows a simplified sequence diagram of identity component interaction for the scenario described in Section 1. The low-level connections between the identity components are assumed to be established beforehand (implicit setting, configuration setting, or dynamic discovery) and secure enough. If the transport layer is not secure enough then the security semantic needs to be improved in the application protocol layer between the distributed identity components which may be future topics. Interface \(If\) and \(Ip\) are special in that their binding protocols are decided on demand: security policy of identity provider decides the binding protocol of \(Ip\) and \(If\). For example, if an IdP states in its policy that it requires username/password authentication, the identity selector must establish an SSL connection to the IdP, capture user’s input from \(If\) and send those credentials through a secure channel over \(Ip\). Alternatively, the authentication to the IdP can done using a smart card (\(If\)) without having to use SSL connection. Binding protocols for other interfaces are unspecified, they can be RPC [15] calls or SOAP [16] requests or any custom-defined messages.

3.2 Distribution of Identity Components

An identity metasystem, which supports secure roaming, is expected to support various use cases in run time. For example, the end user may use his trusted device as a simple external storage device or a full-featured device including the user interface interaction to establish the connection to the terminal where service is consumed. The terminal, in return, should adapt its functionality to different settings according to client profile set on the trusted device. This yields to a technical issue that identity metasystem components, not only within a system but also across distributed systems, should be able to seamlessly cooperate to complete a particular task. We call these use cases “configurations”. In this section, we list out six typical configurations together with their strong points and drawbacks.

**Configuration 0 - “all in terminal”:** This configuration is the simplest configuration in which all identity components are packed in the terminal side. This is also the starting point for every identity metasystem. Because user’s information is kept in one place, having the same identity profile on multiple machines securely is not possible. Configuration 0 is on the level of roaming that is currently supported by CardSpace, i.e., export/import functionality of cards. Although CardSpace allows user to export all his cards onto an external device and then import them from that device, CardSpace cannot directly use cards that are on an external device.

**Configuration 1 - “external storage”:** In this configuration, the trusted device provides credential storage service and card storage service. It is more like an external database such as an USB stick or a smartcard. The advantage of this configuration is that the trusted device does very little processing. It is noted that communicating channels between the host and the device must be protected as the self-issued IdP in the terminal accesses directly to the credential storage component running on the trusted device. However, to gain better performance, we can rely on the security of the transport protocol being used in \(Is\) as long as it is secure enough.
Figure 6: Configuration 1 – External storage

**Configuration 2 - "mobile identity provider"**: This configuration extends the functionality of the trusted device in configuration 1. The device can now operate as a self-issued identity provider. The self-issued IdP component running on the trusted device is responsible for issuing security tokens when self-issued information cards are used. The identity selector on the terminal can also use managed information cards and request for security tokens from remote identity providers over the network as usual. This configuration is considerably more secure than configuration 1 since the interfaces between the terminal and the trusted device are Ip and Ic and the data transmitted over them is not that sensitive. Furthermore, user’s credentials always stay in the trusted device as the credential store component is only accessed locally by the self-issued IdP component that is also residing in the trusted device. One tradeoff is the increase in the resource consumption in the trusted device when issuing the security tokens (including parsing the request from the identity selector component, retrieving corresponding data, generating/signing/encrypting the security token before sending it back to the identity selector component).

**Configuration 3 - "mobile identity selector"**: In this case, the trusted device supports built-in identity selector feature. The end user browses and uses services on the terminal but performs all the authentication related operations on his trusted device. Whenever he is asked to prove his identity, the trigger component on the terminal activates the identity selector user interface on the trusted device so that he can choose one of his information cards. This gives advantage and convenience to the end users because they perform all security related operations on their trusted devices (including the authentication related user interface If). This is also a benefit when the terminal itself does not have a proper display, e.g., auto ticket seller or electronic door access.

Figure 7: Configuration 2 – mobile identity provider

**Configuration 4 - "all in trusted device"**: Next natural step is to have all the components in the trusted device. In this case, the user experience is the same as in configuration 0 except that now everything is done on the trusted device instead of the terminal. The difference between configuration 3 and 4 is that the end user both uses and authenticates to services in the trusted device, and this actually converges to the case where an identity metasystem is supported in the trusted device. Although this configuration is the most secure in the context of mobile identity metasystem, it is not applicable for every device because of their limited capabilities (storage space, memory, processing power, etc.).

Figure 8: Configuration 3 – mobile identity selector
Figure 9: Configuration 4 – all in trusted device

Configuration 5 - "external service operator". This is a special configuration which is not possible with current technologies but we still describe it because it might be an interesting case in future. In this scenario, all of user’s essential data (personal and managed information cards, user credentials, and profile settings) are stored on a network server; the user device only operates as an access terminal for the end user. We assume that there is an external service operator providing personal identity management services via (mobile) network. For example, when an end user is accessing a service using his trusted device, the device displays his information cards which have been loaded on demand from a remote server. In the case, if the end user loses his trusted device, he just goes to his personal identity management service, logs in, and locks his profile usage for the lost device. The lost device poses no threat as there is no sensitive information stored on it.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

In the configurations listed in Section 3 there are two connected systems: one on a terminal and one on a trusted device; each system contains some of the identity components (e.g. identity selector, credential storage) and each of those components are expected to cooperate seamlessly regardless of whether they are located in the same platform or distributed across different systems. For example, authentication process in section 2.1 may be executed using any of the configurations listed in section 3.2 in which one identity component should be aware of others components. We have implemented the middleware for enabling seamless communication between the identity components. The result is that the main target secure roaming of identity becomes possible (with configurations 2, and 3).

4.1 High Level Architecture

The main idea is based on the Web Services model [17]. One identity component hosted by an identity system is considered a "service" of that system, and it can be discovered by other identity components. Components/services communicate using SOAP messages so that they can be implementation language and platform independent. In this section we propose an extension to Novell’s Bandit project which supports configurations specified in Section 3.2. In our work, we adapt the implementation of identity components from the Bandit project to our middleware. Open-source identity components from other identity metasystem implementation can also fit into our middleware. Figure 11 shows the high-level architecture of our middleware. It is noted that so far only WS-Trust [18] is supported. Other methods, OpenID [19] for example, can be added to the system as an extension which can be considered in future study.

Connectivity Endpoint: Connectivity endpoint is used for transport-level messaging. It is also used for service broadcasting and discovery. Our middleware can support various types of endpoints (Bluetooth, USB, IP, IrDA, etc.). Each endpoint is controlled by a Session Manager.

Session Manager: This module handles the state of the each session. It maintains a list of connected target devices and their service profiles. A service profile contains information such as the unique component/container identifier, the negotiated configuration, and the transport media being used. In addition, as a gateway for all incoming/outgoing messages, Session Manager can be a firewall, only allowing a certain set of configured operations from certain sources. For example in configuration 2, the trusted device allows only operations defined for Ip and Ic interfaces sent from the terminal.

Repository Service: This module maintains a lookup table of references to identity components. The content of the lookup table is updated when two systems negotiate and configure their service profiles to work together or when a system disconnects. The purpose of the repository service is for dynamic communication in the case where we do not want to work with fixed, implicit configurations.

Component Container: This module wraps identity components that are running on the local system. Each Component Container is marked with a unique identifier so that one identity component can be identified uniquely among connected systems. For example one identity component can be addressed using naming convention as follows:

"<Container identifier> - <Component name>".
SOAP Engine: This module encapsulates requests from local identity components into SOAP requests [16] and parses SOAP responses sent from remote identity components.

Configuration Profile: This module manages the service profile of the local system. It is useful when there is a need to store/retrieve persistent attributes of the local system (e.g., system identifier).

Utility Module: The utility module provides some common functions for other modules (e.g., converter, encoder/decoder or file manipulation) as well as basic cryptography functions.

One user session goes through the following four phases:

Phase 1 - Connection setup: Before exchanging messages, the two systems must be able to locate each other and discover their offered services. This phase depends on the discovery mode of user’s trusted device. In active mode, the device broadcasts its profile and users can do pairing using the terminal. In listen mode, the terminal broadcast its service and users do pairing using the trusted device. We assume there are discovery mechanisms that can be used by our system (for example, Devices Profile for Web Services [20]).

Phase 2 - Session initiation: User confirms the connection setup (either on the trusted device or on the terminal, depending on the working mode), and optionally enters additional security code or PINs if required. After that, the session manager modules and the repository service modules on both systems are updated so that identity components can locate the correct target components later. The terminal and the trusted device are now ready to exchange messages.

Phase 3 - Message exchange: Before sending out a request message, one identity component queries the Repository Service module for the target components and forms the request to be sent to the local Session Manager. The structure of the SOAP request is composed as follows:

Phase 4 – Session termination: In this final phase, user’s metadata information and any temporary data including session information, cache, and history data on the terminal are cleaned up. After the session termination the terminal should turn into its default configuration mode (i.e., configuration 0).

4.2 Implementation Environment

We have implemented a prototype of our proposed extensions. In this section we describe the application flow of configuration 2 (mobile identity provider). On the terminal side, we use the identity components from Novell’s Bandit project (implemented in C++ language) and wrap them in our middleware. On trusted device side, we decided to use J2ME [21] as a platform. This is both an advantage and a challenge since J2ME is widely supported on mobile phones but has a limited set of features. We have implemented the identity components for the J2ME environment from scratch, used open-source libraries such as kXML [22] for XML document processing and Bouncy Castle [23] for cryptographic operations.
Let us start with the current implementation of Bandit project. Figure 12 shows Bandit’s high-level design. The main module ISS loads complete set of available i-card documents [24] from the Store Provider through Ic'. To get a self-issued token, the selector passes an i-card object together with other parameters to the self-issued IdP module. This design causes security problems when we move to distributed environment because the identity selector has access to all secret information and keeps the loaded i-card object in memory. Besides, we have observed that the card enumeration is only needed in 3 cases. The first one is when populating and displaying user’s information cards, which only needs card’s metadata such as name, id, and picture. The second case is to import/export cards and this should be done directly from the storage component instead of selector component. The last case is to get the claim values and secret data in order to generate a self-issued security token. In this case, the self-issued IdP should have a direct and secure channel the credential store to access user’s private data (Is in our design).

Therefore, we have made changes to Bandit’s components and wrapped them in our architecture as described in 4.1. Table A2 compares the changes between the Bandit implementation and our current implementation.

In configuration 2, the user’s information cards (self-issued or managed) are stored as i-card documents on the trusted device side. Ic-operations which involve card enumeration now only work with the metadata. We have defined some filtering rules to be used by Card Storage component to expose only metadata part of information card content (denoted by i-card* in Table A2). When the trusted device connects to a public terminal, only the public portion of i-card structure is transferred to the terminal so that end user can use their information cards on the terminal identity selector. The main idea is to give only non-sensitive metadata section of the i-card document to the terminal and let the terminal provide the user interface functions. All “metacards” and other temporary data such as history, cache, session on the terminal will be deleted when the trusted device disconnects.

For the addCard, editCard and removeCard operations, in the current implementation we assume that user can only add or edit cards from a trusted terminal like a home PC (or on the trusted device itself). These operations require that the terminal has been explicitly declared trusted by the end user in configurations where Ic is a cross-system interface (configuration 2 for example).

When a relying party asks for a security token, Bandit’s DigitalMe user interface on the terminal collects RP’s certificate, policies, and requested claims. If the security token specified on RP’s policy is expected to be from a managed identity provider, the authentication process is done normally as described in [3]. If the token is expected to be self-issued, the identity selector component constructs a request and sends it to the self-issued IdP component on the trusted device using our middleware. Once the self-issued IdP component receives the request, it generates a SAML token [25] with relevant attribute values extracted from the card store on the trusted device through Is. The security token is signed with a RP specific private key and encrypted by the public key of the RP before sending it back to the terminal and subsequently passed to the RP.

As described above, although the role of the trusted device in the authentication process is important, its functionality is quite simple. Most of complex processing including collecting certificate, user interface and service execution are done in the public terminal. The heaviest processing is to generate a specific RP-card key pair. Ideally, it should be done in the IdP in the trusted device. However, if the trusted device has limited computational power, RP-specific key pairs may be generated on a trusted terminal. Each RP specific key pair needs to be generated only once and transferred to the trusted device. One way to store the generated key pairs for later use is to put them in a new XML extension of the i-card format to store private data.

5. CONCLUSION

The notion of using a trusted device to secure transactions on a less trusted terminal is well-known [27][28][29]. However, these methods propose their own protocols/frameworks, making it difficult to interoperate with other identity systems. The distinguishing feature of our work is that we have shown how an existing identity metasystem can be extended to support the use of a trusted terminal. Our contribution is two fold: (1) specifying the architecture for identity metasystem implementation that makes it easy to distribute identity components; and (2) using (1) to implement a two-device configuration which enables digital identity roaming across security domains. To summarize, we are able to move to the next level of current dimension of identity metasystem [30]. In our current work, we are planning to extend our implementation to support configuration 3 (mobile identity selector) and configuration 4 (all in mobile device) on various types of devices. We plan to support not only J2ME platform but also the Symbian operating system [26] because Symbian provides a strong platform for security processing and provides a very good native user interface. In addition, we are developing mechanisms for securing inter-component communication which can be used instead of or in addition to any transport-level secure communication mechanisms. We also intend to study the usability and system performance aspects with the intention of improving the overall user experience. The final target is to give the end users better security and richer user experience.
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APPENDIX

a) User adds a self-issued card

b) User adds a managed card

c) User interface of identify selector populates list of information cards

d) User picks a card

Figure A1: Interaction between identity components
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ip</strong></td>
<td>getSecurityToken</td>
<td>token type , relying party, credential(^1), required claims, optional claims(^2)</td>
<td>display token, security token</td>
<td>Get security token from identity provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getFirstCard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>i-card(^3)</td>
<td>Get first card from store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getNextCard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>i-card(^3)</td>
<td>Get next card from store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getCard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>i-card(^3)</td>
<td>Get specific card from store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addCard</td>
<td>i-card(^4) card ID</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Add one card to store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editCard</td>
<td>card ID, i-card(^4)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Modify one card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeCard</td>
<td>card ID</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Delete one card from store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ic</strong></td>
<td>activateSelector</td>
<td>x-informationCard x-security token</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Browser extension HTML parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getToken</td>
<td>token type , relying party, required claims, optional claims</td>
<td>security token</td>
<td>Get security token from selector then pass it to relying party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manageCards</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Open selector’s user interface for card management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ir</strong></td>
<td>getCredential</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>credential</td>
<td>Obtain credential from user to authenticate to IdP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID</td>
<td>private data</td>
<td>Manipulate claim values and other info such as key-pair, master key, PIN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data type</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is</strong></td>
<td>getCardContent</td>
<td>card ID</td>
<td>i-card(^4)</td>
<td>called when exporting cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>called when importing cards, adding personal cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>called when edit personal cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeUserPrivateData</td>
<td>card ID, private data type</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Credential being used to authenticate to identity provider

\(^2\) Optional claims which are selected to be send by end user. These claims are subset of optional claims stated in RP’s policy

\(^3\) i-card\(^*\) denotes filtered i-card document with only public metadata section

\(^4\) i-card denotes full i-card document
### Table A2: Comparison of Bandit implementation and our implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Bandit implementation</th>
<th>Our implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ip</strong></td>
<td>getSecurityToken</td>
<td>token type, i-card, relying party, credential required claims optional claims</td>
<td>display token, security token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>token type, i-card*, relying party, credential required claims optional claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>display token, security token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ic</strong></td>
<td>getFirstCard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>i-card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getNextCard</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>i-card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getCard</td>
<td>card ID</td>
<td>i-card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addCard</td>
<td>i-card</td>
<td>card ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editCard</td>
<td>card ID, i-card</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeCard</td>
<td>card ID, i-card</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>It</strong></td>
<td>getSecurityToken</td>
<td>token type, relying party, required claims optional claims</td>
<td>security token</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>token type, relying party, required claims optional claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manageCards</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If</strong></td>
<td>getCredential</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is</strong></td>
<td>getUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In</strong></td>
<td>getCardContent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>editUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeUserPrivateData</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Require access control for cross device boundaries.

Haven’t been implemented yet. In current implementation, **Is** and **In**-operations are replaced by `getCard, addCard` with full i-card document.